
 

 
 
 
 
Race #1 
1-8-4   #1 Nsm Hollywood Nights 5-1 ML could have a big ay in the outcome here if ready off long 
layoff. Faced much better in NM when last seen and if he can run at all should show it here at a 
decent price. 
Race #2 
8-7-5   #8 Sunbrook Sage 9-2 ML should love this outside draw. Notice best race came when drawn 
wide and has sneaky upside in very evenly matched race. 
Race #3 
4-5-6   #4 Off The Books 3-1 ML has just run even in two lifetime starts but was well backed in both 
and now the blinkers come off, drop to lowest level and this should be his time to shine.  
Race #4 
2-7-1   #2 Rocky Stallione 6-1 ML was a beaten favorite last time and showed nothing. Lets give him 
one more chance at an improved mutuel and also a clean start could prove key. 
Race #5 
7-5-3   #7 Silvers Bling 5-1 ML has been working steadily in the AM here in AZ for quite some time. 
What really impresses are the gate drills which are more than adequate at this level, could come out 
running in debut for smart connections. 
Race #6 
8-6-7   #8 Vidak’s Back 7-2 ML made a middle move in last and kept to his task while being defeated by 
better in my opinion. Drops all the way to the bottom and if there is anything left in the tank he 
should show it here. 
Race #7 
9-8-5   #9 Hail on Hoofs 8-1 ML could be an up setter here when well back last time and showed speed 
only to falter late.  Drop again and may wake up against this modest group. 
Race #8 
5-3-8   #5 Senoradiablo 4-1 ML has been a model of consistency against some tough competition down 
south. Freshened, keeps jock and should be along in time with a clean trip. A must use if playing 
exactas and trifectas. 
Race #9 
3-8-7   #3 Redaction 4-1 ML last won when at this level and the cut back in distance from a mile to a 
sprint should enhance his closing kick. Need only be well timed the ride from Serrano and could get 
the pace needed as well early up front. 
 
 


